To quote Martin.

February 2008 Newsletter

The guest speaker for the January meeting was
Dr. Warwick D. Raymont, D.Sc.
The topic:
DEATH OF A PLANET!
A History of Chemical Development and Usage, it’s
Impact upon Human Health and the Environment.
http://www.stolair.com/professionalpapers/deathofa
planet.html
The talk was excellent and enjoyed by all, it
certainly opened a few eyes.

Before and during my undergraduate years (the
1950's) I was intensely interested in space travel,
and devoted much time and thought to methods of
making rocket propulsion more efficient.
Some of the results of this work are listed below.
1.
A theory on the nature of gravity I call
"Electromagnetic Gravity"
2.
An approach to electricity and magnetism
which treats these fields as a kind of substance
possessing stresses, inertia, gravity and other
properties which allow the incorporation of what are
presently viewed as quantum phenomena.
Martins talk was very well received, I personally
have heard martin talk on many occasions and learn
from each lecture, we are indeed lucky to have such
a talent in our group..... Ken

The February meeting guest speaker was
MARTIN GOTTSCHALL BE, ME, PhD, FDBA.
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This is a photo from 2006 (file copy) sorry no new
photo, listening.

Trust Charlie, he is now working on a wind powered
water purification system that involves wind
turbines mounted on floating barges, Good luck
Charlie.

out. Another new talent in our midst, Sam wants to
make K.I. a showcase of renewable energy.
Note: Charlie is already involved.

Look at Dave G's thing!

Dave explains his generator concept.

What have we here? An American, from American
River.....Kangaroo Island. Yes our very own K.I.
and it looks like it takes a noisy Yank to sort it all
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The sparks are getting bigger so it must be
improving.!

Peter P sent me this link, it is worth a look.
http://www.waterdesalination.com/

Jim S sent a youtube link with a new type of
magnetic motor, take time for a look.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=2pmrSYV4zFI&feature=related

Whiteboard photo.

DISCLAIMER: All information given in
this newsletter is for educational purposes
only. No claims are made on or for the
validity or correctness of the material
provided. ASTRO S.A. Incorporated
accepts no responsibility for any mishaps
or accidents incurred by any persons
utilising this information.
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